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ABSTRACT 
Noise generated in cars is transmitted through airborne and structure borne transfer paths into 
the cabin. Changes in the locations of either the source or the receiver will alter the transfer 
path. Binaural transfer functions of airborne sound were measured in order to determine how 
changes in locations of either the source or the receiver affect them. The measurements were 
performed on a car where the binaural transfer functions for various positions of the source 
and the receiver were measured directly. In addition, examples of automotive sounds were 
reproduced through a loudspeaker in the source position and recorded with an artificial head 
in the receiver position. Changes in perceived sound quality caused by displacements of the 
source and the receiver position was studied through a listening test and compared to the 
changes in binaural transfer functions. The results show that the binaural transfer functions 
are affected by small displacements in location for either the source or the receiver. This 
variability causes changes in sound quality and must be considered in order to draw correct 
conclusions from transfer function measurements and sound quality analyses based on 
artificial head recordings. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Noise in cars is mainly generated by the engine and by tyre/road interaction. The noise 
propagates from the sources through the airborne and structure borne transfer paths into the 
cabin of the car. Various techniques have been developed to find and reduce this noise 
contribution. Artificial head recordings are commonly used to measure and evaluate the 
interior sound quality of cars1. Depending on the location of the source and receiver, the 
character of the sound will change since the binaural transfer paths (BTF) will alter. The 
complex acoustic environment in a car cabin with reflecting and absorbing surfaces close to 
the passengers increase the effects of displacements of sources and/or listeners. Few studies 
have been made to assess the required precision in the positioning of sources and receivers 
used in binaural measurements. In this study, variations between binaural transfer functions 
caused by displacements of the source and the receiver were assessed. These variations were 
compared to changes in perceived sound quality caused by the same displacements of the 
source and the receiver. 
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2. METHOD 

A. Evaluation Methodology 
The objective of this study was to find the just noticeable differences in the binaural transfer 
function for displacement of the source or receiver. An effective method to detect small 
differences in reproduced sound is through the use of a test method called “double-blind 
triple-stimulus with hidden reference”2. It has been developed by the International 
Telecommunication Union and has been found to be sensitive, stable and accurate in detection 
and magnitude estimation of small impairments. This method is similar to an ABX-test3 with 
additional information about the magnitude of perceived differences. One subject at a time is 
presented with three stimuli (“A”, “B”, “REF”). A known reference (from now on called 
reference stimulus) is always stimulus “REF”. A hidden reference identical to the reference 
stimulus and an object stimulus are simultaneously available but are randomly assigned to 
“A” and “B”. The subject is asked to assess the impairments on “A” compared to “REF”, and 
“B” compared to “REF”. The subject may switch between stimuli at will. The subject is 
forced to judge one of the sounds (“A” or “B”) as equal and the other different from the 
reference (“REF”). The method was slightly modified. Instead of judging impairment, 
subjects were asked to judge the difference between the stimuli as differences induced by 
changes in binaural transfer functions may not necessarily be perceived as impairments. The 
difference was judged on a scale ranging from 0 to 100 where 0 = very pronounced and 100 = 
not audible. The listening test was controlled by the subject through a computer interface as 
shown in Figure 1. The subject was free to switch between sounds in any order and as many 
times as they desired. On switching, the first sound was ramped down over a 20 ms period 
followed by a 30±10 ms pause before the new sound was ramped up over 20 ms. Sound pairs 
with no audible differences may be identified by analysis of the proportion of correct 
identifications while difference ratings may be analyzed for correctly identified sound pairs. 
 

 
Figure 1: User interface used in the listening test. 

 

B. Subjects 
A total of 20 subjects participated, 2 women and 18 men. All were volunteers. The mean age 
was 28 years (SD 6 years). All subjects had self-reported normal hearing. 
 



C. Measurement setup 
The measurement setup was designed to resemble the noise generated from a car with easy 
access for adjustments of the measurement equipment. All measurements were made at Luleå 
University of Technology in a semi-anechoic room. Automotive sounds were reproduced 
through a loudspeaker (source) placed outside a car, and recorded with an artificial head 
(Head Acoustics HMS III) as receiver, placed in the front passenger seat. The binaural 
transfer functions were directly measured from a microphone placed in front of the 
loudspeaker to the artificial head using white noise. Data acquisition was made with a Bruel 
& Kjaer PULSE system. All measurements were done on a 2005 medium size station wagon. 
As reference position, the loudspeaker was placed on the floor, near the right rear wheel with 
a distance between the centres of the tyre and loudspeaker of 33 cm. A reference microphone 
(Bruel & Kjaer 4190) was placed 5 cm in front of the loudspeaker. The reference position for 
the artificial head was equivalent to a person with the approximate length of 180 cm. The 
distance from the seat to the ears of the artificial head was 72 cm.  
 All sounds were reproduced from a CD played through a TEAC CD-5. The signals were 
fed to a crossover filter (Behringer Ultradrive Pro) and splitted 3-ways to a power amplifier, 
Rotel 933. The amplifier was then connected to the loudspeaker. To be able to reproduce the 
automotive sounds at realistic sound pressure levels, a loudspeaker capable of playing high 
levels in a wide frequency range was required. A loudspeaker with a compact design and 
nearly half-spherical directivity was used, see Figure 2. It was based on a coaxial mid-range 
and treble element (SEAS T18RE) on the front and a woofer unit (Peerless 269SWR) on the 
back. The frequency response function for the loudspeaker is shown in Figure 3. 
 

   
Figure 2: Loudspeaker used for direct measurements of binaural transfer functions and for reproduction of the 

engine and tyre sounds. The size of the loudspeaker cabinet was 400x400x420 mm. a) woofer unit on back side. 
b) perspective view. c) coaxial unit on front side. 

 

 
Figure 3: Amplitude and phase of the frequency response function of the loudspeaker used for direct 

measurements of binaural transfer functions and for reproduction of engine and tyre sounds. 

a) b) c) 



D. Measurement of Binaural Transfer Functions 
Transfer functions are commonly used for analysis and prediction of the contribution of 
different sources to the sound in the compartment of vehicles4-7. They are often measured 
reciprocally, since it is usually simpler, faster and cheaper than direct measurements6. Another 
important advantage with reciprocal measurements is that the sensor (microphone) can be 
placed closer to sound radiating surfaces and in smaller spaces than a sound source 
(loudspeaker)8. In this study direct measurements were chosen, since this allowed the use of 
the same measurement setup both for making binaural recordings of reproduced source 
sounds and measurements of binaural transfer functions. Transfer functions from the 
reference microphone position to each ear of the artificial head were measured using white 
noise, where 1 Hz frequency resolution was used. A Hanning window was applied to signal 
sections with a 50 % overlap. The frequency response H was estimated as: 
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where Pxy is the cross power spectral density of the input x and the output y. Pxx is the power 
spectral density of the input x.  
 

E. Creation of Object Stimuli 
The engine sound was near field recorded from the same car as for which the binaural transfer 
functions were measured. The microphone (Bruel & Kjaer 4190) was placed 22 cm above the 
centre of the engine block. The engine sound was recorded at 2000 rpm, with open hood. The 
tyre sound was recorded with a specially designed trailer for near field recording of a tyre. A 
studded tyre was used. The volume of the amplifier was adjusted so the reproduced sounds 
were equivalent to their originally recorded levels. 
 From the reference position, the loudspeaker was displaced 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 cm 
in the x- (longitudinal) direction. With the source at its reference position, displacements of 
the artificial head were measured in the z-direction (vertical) with increments of 1 cm. 11 
positions were measured (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 cm displacements). For every 
position of the loudspeaker and artificial head, both the engine and tyre sounds were 
reproduced through the loudspeaker and recorded with the artificial head. For every position 
of the loudspeaker and artificial head, three sounds were reproduced through the loudspeaker 
and recorded with the artificial head. All sounds were stored on a CD where the track list is 
shown in Table 1.  
 

Table 1: Track list from CD 
Track  Sound  Length (s) 

1 White noise (for calc. of BTFs) 60 
2 Engine sound, 2000 rpm 20 
3 Tyre sound 10 

 

F. Listening test 
The listening test compared pairs of reference stimuli (recorded at the reference position) and 
object stimuli (recorded at the displaced positions). Displacements of the loudspeaker in the 
x-direction and the artificial head in the z-direction were studied. Engine sound at 2000 rpm 
and studded tyre sound were used as stimuli. The order of tests was randomised for each 
subject and was preceded by a training session which consisted of 6 pairs of sounds. The 



stimuli used in the training session were randomly chosen from the listening test. The sounds 
were reproduced through equalised headphones, Head Acoustics HPS IV. The approximate 
level of all stimuli was 80 dB(A).  
 

G. Analysis of the Listening Test 
The analysis of the results was divided into two parts. First, sound pairs where the object 
stimulus (displaced position) could not be separated from reference stimulus (reference 
position) were identified. This was made by comparing the number of subjects who correctly 
identified the object stimulus with the total number of subjects. The hypothesis was that the 
difference between the object stimulus and the reference stimulus could be heard. The null 
hypothesis was that the object stimulus sounded the same as the reference stimulus. For a 
binomial distribution, 14 out of 20 subjects needed to be correct to reject the null hypothesis 
at 95 % confidence level. This way, sound pairs too similar for correct discrimination between 
the object stimulus and the reference stimulus could be identified. For the pairs where the 
object was correctly identified by the group, the difference between ratings of the reference 
stimulus and the object stimulus was analyzed. Before analysis, the test results were 
normalised with respect to the mean for the individual subject and for the group, according to: 
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where xij = score difference for subject i and sound pair j, Zij = normalised difference for 
subject i and sound pair j, ix = mean of absolute difference score for subject i (sound pairs 
where the object was not successfully identified by the group were excluded), groupx = mean of 
absolute score difference for all subjects (sound pairs where the object was not successfully 
identified by the group were excluded), m = number of subjects and n = number of sound 
pairs (excluding pairs where the object was not successfully identified by the group). 
 

3. RESULTS 
In Table 2, the numbers of correct identifications for each sound pair are reported both for 
displacements of the source and the receiver. The results showed that displacements larger 
than 1 cm were audible. Differences caused by displacements larger than 2 cm were clearly 
heard by almost all participants. This shows the accuracy needed to avoid audible artefacts in 
binaural transfer function measurements and artificial head recordings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Table 2: Sound pairs correctly identified by the group of subjects.  

 Displacement
No. of correct 
judgement (of 20) 

Audible difference 
(p=0.05) 

Displacement of source     
Engine sound 0,5 cm 10 No 
  1 cm 12 No 
  2 cm 18 Yes 
  4 cm 20 Yes 
  8 cm 20 Yes 
  16 cm 20 Yes 
  32 cm 20 Yes 
Tyre sound 0,5 cm 11 No 
  1 cm 13 No 
  2 cm 14 Yes 
  4 cm 19 Yes 
  8 cm 20 Yes 
  16 cm 20 Yes 
  32 cm 19 Yes 
Displacement of reciever     
Engine sound 1 cm 13 No 
  2 cm 19 Yes 
  3 cm 20 Yes 
  4 cm 19 Yes 
  5 cm 20 Yes 
  6 cm 20 Yes 
  7 cm 20 Yes 
  8 cm 20 Yes 
  9 cm 20 Yes 
  10 cm 20 Yes 
Tyre sound 1 cm 11 No 
  2 cm 16 Yes 
  3 cm 18 Yes 
  4 cm 19 Yes 
  5 cm 20 Yes 
  6 cm 19 Yes 
  7 cm 20 Yes 
  8 cm 20 Yes 
  9 cm 20 Yes 
  10 cm 20 Yes 

 
In Figures 4 and 5 means and 95 % confidence intervals for the normalised difference ratings 
between the reference position and the displaced position are reported as functions of the 
distance. Engine and tyre sounds show similar patterns. Engine sound seems to be more 
sensitive to displacements of the receiver than tyre sound. 
 



 
Figure 4: Means and 95 % confidence intervals (individual s) for displacements of the source. 

 

 
Figure 5: Means and 95 % confidence intervals (individual s) for displacements of the receiver. 

 
In Figures 6-9, the transfer functions with either the source or the receiver displaced are 
compared to the transfer functions measured for the reference positions. In Figure 6, with a 
displacement of 1 cm, the transfer functions are almost identical to the transfer function 
measured for the reference positions. The listening tests showed that this displacement was 
inaudible. With 2 cm displacement some differences are seen in the frequency range 1-10 kHz 
(see Figure 7). This change was audible. With larger displacements the differences increase 
and become more prominent, both visually and audibly (see Figures 8 and 9). This illustrates 
the practicability of the developed method for the assessment of audibility of artefacts induced 
by recording or auralization techniques. 

 

 
Figure 6:  Alteration of transfer functions to the right ear caused by 1 cm displacements of either the source or 

the receiver. 



 

Figure 7: Alteration of transfer functions to the right ear caused by 2 cm displacements of either the source or 
the receiver. 

 
 

 
Figure 8: Alteration of transfer functions to the right ear caused by 8 cm displacements of either the source or 

the receiver. 
 
 

 
Figure 9: Alteration of transfer functions to the right ear caused by 32 cm displacement of the source or 10 cm 

displacement of the receiver. 
 



4. CONCLUSIONS 
This study showed that in artificial head recordings and measurements of binaural transfer 
functions the accuracy in the positioning of the source and the receiver need to be smaller 
than 2 cm if audible artefacts shall be avoided. If this accuracy can not be achieved, artefacts 
caused by displacements of the source and/or the receiver must be considered. The developed 
method allows for the comparison of visually presented results from for example transfer 
function measurements with perception measured through listening tests. The difference 
ratings from this study may serve as a guideline in the determination of requirements on 
positioning of sources and receivers. 
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